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White Paperboard Box For Rice 

As the professional manufacturers, 

Zemeijia would like to provide you 

white paperboard box for rice. And 

we will offer you the best after-sale 

service and timely delivery. 

 

Zemeijia is white paperboard box for rice manufacturers and suppliers in 

China who can wholesale white paperboard box for rice. We can provide 

professional service and better price for you. If you interested in white 

paperboard box for rice products, please contact with us. We follow the 

quality of rest assured that the price of conscience, dedicated service. 

Use: Rice 

Material Structure: single layer 

Surface finishing: glossy varnish 

Colors: CMYK/Pantone 

Product description: Custom packaging supply white paperboard box for 

rice, we can custom gift boxes with your own design. As manufacturer, 

we can save your costs at every way. Inquiry now! 

Details of white paperboard box for rice: 

Size Customized Size 

Printing CMYK Color Printing 
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Logo Customized Logo artwork 

Design Customer's Specific Requirement 

Artwork Format AI PDF PSD CDR 

Advantage POrofessional Design And Mockup 

Certificate SGS, ISO, FSC 

Sample Custom Printed Sample 

Lead Time 10-15 Days 

Packing Master Carton 

Product Keywords 
round gift boxes wholesale,ring 

box luxury,rigid flower box 

You can customize the suitable size and printing, our company also 

provides free meal line design support. You can deliver worldwide, after 

you pay, we will arrange fast delivery. 

 White paperboard box for rice production： 

1. Food grade paper board ,  with or without PE coated inside are 

available 

2. Can with or wihout PLA / PET / PE /OPP clear window 

3. Customised design is welcome, flexo or offset printing avaliable 

4. Can be custom print your company logo as your requested 

5. SGS,FDA certificates, can directly contact with food, Eco-friendly 

6. Will pack according to our standard export packaging 

7. Export to all over the world. Welcome come to us. 
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 White paperboard box for rice surface treatment： 

1. UV Spot: Ultra-violet cured coatings can be applied over ink printed on 

paper and dried by exposure to UV radiation. UV coatings can be 

formulated up to 100% solids so that they have no volatile component 

that contributes to pollution. This high solids level also allows for the 

coating to be applied in very thin films. 

UV coatings can be formulated to a wide variety of gloss ranges. UV 

coating can be applied via most conventional industrial coating 

applications as well as bysilkscreen. 

2. Glossy finish: Art papers are one of the highest quality printing papers 

and are used for illustrated books, calendars and brochures. The 

grammage varies from 100 to 230 g/m2. These papergrades are triple 

coated with 20 - > 40 g/m2/side and have matteor glossy finish. Higher 

qualities often contain cotton. 

3. Matt Finish: A dull finish or surface, as opposed to a shiny one. 

4. Varnish: Resin dissolved in a liquid applying on wood, metal, or other 

materials to form a hard, clear, shiny surface after dry. 

5. Foil Stamping: Typically a commercial printing process, is the 

application of metallic or pigmented foil on to a solid surface by 

application of a heated die onto foil, making it permanently adhere to 

the surface below leaving the design of the dye. 

6. Embossing: The raising of paper and other non-metal products using 
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specific tools to accomplish the task 

Why choose us？ 

1. 100% Factory & manufactuer, saving your costs than buying from 

trading company. 

2. Professional equipment and facility, such as advanced Printing & 

cutting machine. 

3. Experiences designers and technician of packaging and printing aspect 

for various products. 

4. Strict quality control system, make sure every piece of product to be 

100% qualified. 

5. With efficient management and high productivity, short delivery time 

within . 

6. Near Sea Port and Air port, quite convernient for business and 

transportation. 

1. Do you have a minimum order quantity? 

For custom packaging product, we do have set an MOQ of 500 units or 

1000 units, you can see the MOQ number set in this product details 

above, if not sure please advise our sales in advance. We set the MOQ 

because there's fixed factory fees for custom packaging production, 

when these cost add to product unit price it will be extremely high, such 

as only order 100pcs, 200pcs. 

What are the Fixed Factory Fees? For a custom printed paper box, the 
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cutting die fees, CTP fees, machine setup fees are all fixed no matter your 

order quantity is 100pcs or 1000pcs. Such fees will cost us around 

100-300USD based on your box specifications. The important factor 

includes the box size (big or small), color printing (single color, or CMYK 

full color, or with PMS colors, or with Metallic PMS colors), die-cut 

complexity (a simple die-cut or complex die-cut), finish (spot UV, foil 

stamping, Embossing, debossing, laminating and varnishing etc). 

As you can see, at least around 400USD will be introduced no matter 

your order quantity is small or big. And this is why the unit price is 

extremely high when your order quantity is just too small like 100pcs, 

200pcs. In this case we have to set a MOQ to give a better price to you. 

2. How long Time for my order production? 

It always takes 2 weeks Max for order quantity less than 10,000 pieces. 

For bigger quantity or the product need too much man-made process 

and has very complex specifications, it will be longer. For rush order we 

can also expedite the process and try best to meet your timeline. You can 

advise our sales before ordering. 

3. Can I order a custom Sample before place bulk order? 

Yes, we can make a printed or plain sample with your size etc 

specifications for approve before  bulk order. Sample time for printed 

sample is 3-7 days for different products, and plain sample could be 

couple of days faster. Custom sample cost about $50~100 USD for most 
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box products in different specifications. 

4. Could you estimate the DDU price (price with delivery cost) for my 

order? 

Yes, as we have our long term cooperated shipping forwarder, can 

provide international door to door bulk order deliver service.  Just let us 

know your destination or nearest seaport/airport in advance, then we 

can estimate the cost for you. 
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